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A rainbow's ends stand in a pot of gold, it is said . Its
location indeed poses a problem since it is different for every
observer . The rainbow actually is a distorted virtual image of
the sun . Nevertheless it looks like a real object . Could it be
that similar distortions apply to other "real" objects?

An Old Question

To what extent depends objective reality on the observer?
Since the invention of perspective in the Renaissance, and the
invention of group theory (Helmholtz-Lie-groups) in the
nineteenth century, we know that the appearance of the world
depends on the location of the observer in a lawful manner .
Computer programs of the "virtual-reality" type accordingly
generate a "lawfully non-invariant" (that is, covariant)
representation out of an absolute (invariant) one that is
present in the computer memory . Even though the lawful
distortion of perspectivic vision is tantalizing, it leaves our
secure sense of an "objective" reality existing undisturbed .
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The rainbow challenges this security . Virtual-reality

programs containing rainbows have not so far been developed .

The transformation rules are different than those for other

objects . The reason has to do with the fact that a rainbow is

a rather special kind of object : It is a distorted virtual

image of the sun . Thus, if the observer is travelling, so is

the rainbow . If the observer artificially increases the

distance between the eyes by the use of mirrors (which can be

mimicked in a virtual-reality simulation by changing the size of

the internal representation of the observer), the rainbow

consistently keeps an infinite distance, despite the fact that

it is overlaid over rather closer-by objects . While no one

doubts that a pot of gold is waiting at the foot of the rainbow,

it is somewhat difficult to simulataneously stay and watch and

sneak toward the right place to catch the pot .

Thus, the properties of certain objects (in the present case :

their location) depend on properties of the observer (like the

latter's location and pupil shape) in a way which goes beyond

the familar distortions of 3-D Helmholtzian perspective or 4-D

Minkowskian projection . Could it be that the principle

illustrated by the rainbow is of a broader significance?



The Interface between Observer and Rest

An observer who is part of the world cannot see that world

from an objective vantage point .

algorithm of the flight simulators

Newman, Sproull, 1979) shows how

generate the

intimidated by the rich

sequentially applying perspectives, actually needs this kind of

packaging in order to extract from it the correct, invariant

representation . "The intimacy of a head near one's own is like

the lights and doorway of a house" (Rodney, 1991) .

The homogeneous matrix

of virtual reality (cf .

nontrivial a task it is to

right interface . The observer, far from being

and changing structure of the

In principle there are many more parameters to try out than

those of observer location and size . Motion of the observer

comes to mind immediately . Both "visual flow" phenomena and
relativistic distortions are hereby generated and can indeed be
reproduced simulationally (Sutherland, 1966, 1970) . Next, take
recurrent motions of the observer, like a shaking of the head .
The effect on the interface can be dramatic, especially if the
shaking is fast . Indeed, irreparable damage can be done to the
goal of finding an invariant representation under such a

predicament .

Historically, the interface problem was first seen by

Boscovich (1755) who asked what happens when both the observer
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and the surrounding world were shrinking concomitantly, along

with of all involved forces . Obviously, "the same impressions

would be generated within the mind ." The interface would remain

unaffected . Similarly, if the shaking of the observer's head is

accompanied by a matching shaking of the rest of the world,

nothing is happening for the obsever . Therefore, time-dependent

features of the interface deserve a closer look .

The Interface Generated by Brownian Motion o f the Observer

Brownian motion or

because of the energy and momentum conservation

observer who is built out

thermal motion stands in an

with the rest of the world .

"center of gravity" can never be moved .

the rest of the world appear to such an observer? This question

makes sense to ask only to date since the necessary simulation

of many particles simulataneously is a fairly recent option

(Alder and Wainwright, 1957) .

"Archimedean motion" is interesting

involved . Any

of particles that are in random

interesting dynamical relationship

Archimedes first saw that the joint

How, therefore, does

Every external object will be found

Brownian motion relative

motion will be dependent

mass, the larger the apparent thermal agitation .

to be performing a

to the observer . The strength of this

on the object's mass : The smaller the

This is
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because the center of gravity of the observer and the external

object are linked by a relative Brownian motion . A very small-

mass object can therefore never be observed accurately by a

thermally trembling observer . The thermal noise of the observer

will always "infest" the object in such a way that it is the

latter which appears to be thermally agitated by the temperature

of the observer, even if the object's actual motional

temperature were zero .

The effect is the same as if the observer was a Brownian

particle himself or herself . How looks the world like to a
particle in Brownian motion? The virtual-reality paradigm can
in principle be used to find an answer .

A Quake r's World

Finding the right tranquility of mind to try in the right way

is not easy . Numerically, the task is also very demanding .

What is needed is to design a whole reversible micro world in a

computer . The "eye" inside (that is, the internal macroscopic

observer) is to be built out of the same micro constitutents as
the rest . The special thermal (momentum-conserving)

relationship between that "eye" and a particular micro object,
valid in the computer universe, can then be looked at by a human
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macro observer outside that world (if he wears the right kind of

goggles) .

It will be rewarding to implement this task in the year 2010,

say, but even today it is already possible to glimpse some of

the unusual rainbow phenomena that will emanate from this

contraption .

False Un certainty

An irreducible uncertainty is a first implication . The chaos

in the observer translates into chaos outside the observer .

Apart from the unit thermal noise energy inside the observer

(E), which is equal to one half the Boltzmann constant times the

temperature of the observer, we have a second intrinsic constant

(T) . This characteristic time interval is related to the mean

collision interval inside the observer : After this time

interval has passed, the micro dynamics inside the observer

changes course relative to the external object . A precise

calculation of T for classical billiard systems is an open

problem (RBssler, 1991a) . The mean shaking period T needs

further clarification from a conceptual point of view as well .

If the observer was alone in the universe with the object, the

center of gravity of the observer and that of the object would

not perform a Brownian motion relative to each other . However,
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as soon as any third object (for example, a mediating particle)

is coupled to the observer, it is only toward this combined set

that the external object remains in a state of constant motion .

The multi-particle observer now indeed in general reverses

course, every unit time interval T , relative to the external

object .

The resulting "relative diffusion" between external object

and observer is governed by the product of E and T , divided

by the object's mass (M) . This result holds true when the

external object is "directly" (that is, without a measuring

chain) coupled to the observer (R6ssler, 1987) . Unexpectedly,

the more general case of "indirect" coupling (via a measuring

chain) is still governed by the same law since the measuring

chain is unable to undo the objectively existing mutual

relationship between observer and object .

The resulting "uncertainty" mimics quantum mechanics . This

is because the presence of a diffusion law of the same

qualitative type as described above (an action - like E times
T - divided by the object's mass) is sufficient to generate the

Schr6dinger equation (Fenyes, 1952 ; Nelson, 1966) .



False Certainty

We still need to know what happens where the observer forces

a micro object into a certain definite observational state . For

example, the measurement situation may be chosen such that the

micro object must reveal its position in a yes-or-no decision .

The problem on hand is analogous to the problem of the formation

of an "eigen state" in quantum mechanics . Such a restricting

type of measurement can certainly also be performed in our

simulated world .

Here a new phenomenon arises . While the previous finding

(uncertainty) did not yet qualify as a rainbow phenomenon in the

strict sense since mere blurring does not bring in a new

phenomenological quality, in the present case a new quality

emerges . It is the quality of a well-defined localization in

position space (or momentum space, respectively) appearing for

the observer which is at variance with the correct location .

For if the observed location of the object were identical with

the correct location, the relative Brownian motion of the

observer would have been eliminated in effect even though this

cannot happen . Therefore, the apparent location of the object,

valid in the interface, is different from the objectively

applying location .
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This prediction can be verified in the proposed simulation of

the interface . Since everything that happens in the simulation

is known explicitly, it is possible to compare the content of

the interface with what really happens to the particle in

question . This comparison is, of course, a privilege confined

to the external operator since the internal observer is stuck

with the interface .

The yes-or-no decision which appears on the interface depends

on the internal dynamics of the observer as much as on the

object's . According to Nelson's (1966) stochastic mechanics,

that is, diffusion theory, the probability of a certain decision

occurring depends on the square of the amplitude of the

diffusion-generated Schrodinger equation . This diffusion-

theoretical result can be expected to be confirmed once the

first simulation of the interface becomes available . However,

there is a "complication" to be expected in that case which is

absent in the standard formalism of stochastic mechanics . In

the latter, the occurring decisions ("eigenstates") are assumed

to be permanent . Here, the distortion of the objective world is

such that the recorded state, as it appears in the interface,

depends on the momentary state of motion of all particles inside

the observer . In other words, the interface is a momentary

state of affairs . All measurements, no matter how long the

measuring chain in terms of space and time, are determined by
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the momentarily valid relationship between the internal dynamics

of the observer and the dynamics of the rest of the world .

An external super-observer who watches the

interface as a function of time will therefore record a

"superposition" (that is, a temporal integration) over all the

momentarily valid "quantum decisions ." The momentarily valid
ofeigen worlds," while mutually different, all fall within the

probability distribution prescribed by the wave function of

stochastic mechanics .

momentary

In quantum mechanics a similar problem is known under the
name of "the measurement problem ." For example, in the language
of Everett's (1957) "relative state" formulation, the different

eigen worlds that apply at every moment are said to be
"shielded" from each other . There exists one version of
Everett's formalism (due to Bell, 1981) in which the different

eigen worlds are assumed to exist, not simulataneously as in the

usual Everett picture but sequentially - each confined to a very
small time window . Bell only wanted to show the mathematical
equivalence of this view with the standard, multiple-worlds
interpretation . Both interpretations of quantum mechanics are
usually considered rather outlandish . Here, the second
interpretation unexpectedly arises again in a quite different
context .
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Bell's insight that the observer would "not notice" being in

a different quantum world from one moment to the next (since

worlds by definition are complete, that is, contain no trace of
another world) is applicable here as well . It follows that the

"integration" which an outside observer of the simulated

interface experiences is an artifact . If the outside human
observer were a part of the same interface, being unable to
escape from it through the use of an outside memory, the

phenomenon of integration would disappear and a single

consistent "eigen world" would apply at every moment, complete
with its own recorded past and anticipated future . Thus, the

job of a demiurge - to notice the implications that his own

actions (laws and initial conditions) generate for the
inhabitants - is surprisingly hard .

A New Type of Rainbow

The distortion of an objective world as it is mirrored in an
interface thus can go unexpectedly far . The notion "rainbow
world" applies to each distorted representation no matter how
short-lived . In the one world, for example, Schrodinger's cat
is alive and well while in the other, the same "hellish
contraption" (Schrodinger, 1935) has chosen the other course .
Moreover, that same branching may have taken place some while
ago, so that the one outcome would have produced a cat that is
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playful and frisky right now while the other entails a cat that

has been subjected to organic decomposition for quite a while .

It appears very hard to reconcile both rainbow worlds with one

and the same exo reality .

Equally hard to accept is the claim that these two different

internal refractions of the same objective reality alternate at

a rapid pace in an unnoticeable way . This "rainbow movie" (one

time slice after the other) accordingly contains many consistent

"sub-movies" of which a different one is in charge at every

moment .

The counterintuitive notion of a rainbow movie needs further

scrutiny . One of its features, however, unexpectedly is very

close to everyday experience . It is the fact that each moment

has its own world (eigen world) .

	

In quantum mechanics, the same
1 :1 relationship was noted by Deutsch (1986) . Here, the same
result arises in a completely trnsparent context (provided all

difficulties have been mastered) . The inhabitants of a

reversible universe are strangely glued to a single moment in

time . They call it their world "as it is real now ." While the
mutual incompatibility of the different "now worlds" lacks a
representation in the interface as mentioned, the interface
still gives away the fact that a single instant in time is

privileged over all others because it "defines a world ."
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The latter prediction - existence of a now-world for internal

inhabitants - is, when transplanted back to our own world, at

variance with traditional science which lacks the notion of a

privileged now .

The paradigm of virtual reality has made the topic of the

"interface" scientifically acceptable (cf . Ars electronica,

1986 ; Weibel, 1990) .

	

The momentary position of the camera

distorts the world in a way which makes it fully palpable as an

invariant new reality . Generating such an interface is not easy

and requires a lot of computer processing power . Experimenting

with this interface is presently an important technological and

conceptual challenge . How, for example, 'Looks a rainbow inside

when it is "reduced" by the vertical pupil of a cat rather than

by a round one? How about a cat's pupil that is many meters

long, either vertically or horizontally?

A second novel question refers to temporally changing

realities if the changes occur in both the position of the "eye"

and that of the external object in a correlated fashion . Such

changes will obviously not show up in the interface (since the

"Boscovich difference" is zero ; Rossler, 1991b) . Third, there

is a very special interface, generated between a microscopically
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described reversible observer and the rest of the same

microscopically simulated world . Phenomena only known from the

counterintuitive realm of quantum mechanics suddenly arise as

implications of a conceptually completely transparent situation .

At the same time, "nowness-bound rainbow worlds" become a topic

for scientific discussion .

Thus, "playing with cameras" can be a rewarding pastime .

Diverse phenomena known from everyday experience can be

retrieved . At the same time a new type of suspicion regarding

our own world arises : Maybe, our own world is a rainbow world,

too?

Once such a suspicion has taken hold, the logical next step

is to call for new diagnostic tools that can be used in our own

world to demonstrate the existence of the new predicament and to

explore and perhaps manipulate it . Nevertheless, the decisive

step is getting suspicious in the first place . The present

suspicion, which goes back to Kant and Boscovich, and before

them to Anaximander, has now found a new medium for its study .

To conclude, the concept of the rainbow has been re-examined

from the vantage point of virtual-reality simulations . A rather

unusual type of virtual reality is needed for such a simulation .

Eventually, reversible simulated worlds will be useful to

further the understanding ,of the human/world interface (a
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proposal which at first sight is confined to the study of an ice
scater who cannot get rid of whole-body angular momentum, or of
an Archimedean system of interacting balls and springs like a
model drug molecule) . The first detailed report about the
properties of such a "conservative virtual reality" will come in
in about ten years time . Presently, only "informed guesses"
are possible . In this way, a new "hopeful suspicion" could be
arrived at : The VR paradigm may reveal more about our own world
than the ordinary course of science has prepared us to believe .
For example, the walls of the prison of the now become palpable .
Further distortions of the invariant (exo) reality may exist
which can likewise be unmasked by the new Hermetian paradigm of
computer-generated worlds . For J .O .R .

Otto E . RbSSLER .

( University of Tilbingen .)

Peter WEIBEL .

( Institute for New Media , Frankfu rt-Main .
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